BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT DATA PROTECTION

RESPONSABLE

CALAFAT, S.A. (onwards, CIRCUIT CALAFAT) +info…

PURPOSE

Prestation of the service, billing, commercial relationship and sending of
information about products and services, both own and of the Group companies.
+info…

LEGITIMATION

Consent of the concerned and execution of a contract. +info…

RECIPIENTS

No data will be transferred to third parties outside the Group, except upon legal
obligation. In charge of treatment outside of the EU, hosted by ¨Privacy Shield¨.
+info…

RIGHTS

Access, rectification and deletion of the data, as well as the right to oppose to the
processing. +info…

Who is responsible for the processing of your data?
Identity:
Address:

Telephone:
E-Mail:

CALAFAT, S.A. (onwards, CIRCUIT CALAFAT)
CN 340 km. 1118 - Urb. Calafat
C.P. 43860 - L’Ametlla de Mar
Tarragona - Spain
+34 977 486 193
info@circuitcalafat.com

For which reason do we process your personal data?
At CIRCUIT CALAFAT we treat the information that you provide, obtain and / or that may be
generated during the present relationship, in order to correctly manage the provision of the
service, send the corresponding invoices, answer questions or queries related to our service, as
well as to send information about our products and services and those of our Group (GRUPO
CALAFAT consists of all the activities managed by the following companies: CALAFAT S.A.,
PROMOCIONES CALAFAT S.A. and MARINA SANT JORDI S.L.).

How long do we keep the data?
The personal data that you provide will be kept for as long as there is a relationship between
both parties, it is legally necessary to store them and do not request the deletion of the elements
that we send you.

What is the legitimacy for the treatment of your data?
The present relationship and the treatment of the data provided or obtained by CIRCUIT
CALAFAT, is based on the consent of the interested party and on the execution of the service
contract that we have established.
The personal data that we ask you are the necessary ones to attend the present relationship,
we do not request data that is not necessary to develop our functions.

With which recipients is your data shared?
Personal data is treated solely and exclusively by us. The data will not be communicated to any
third party, except legal obligation.
For the sending of the informative mails, for which we have your consent, we use a tool that is
adhered to the Normative Framework ¨Privacy Shield¨ (MailChimp)
https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000TO6hAAG&status=Active.

What are your rights when you provide us with your information?
Any person has the right to obtain confirmation about whether CIRCUIT CALAFAT is treating
personal data that concerns them, or not. Interested persons have the right to access their
personal data, as well as to request the rectification of inaccurate data or, where appropriate,
request its deletion when, among other reasons, the data is no longer necessary for the
purposes that they were collected. In certain circumstances, interested parties may request the
limitation of the processing of their data, in which case we will only keep them for the exercise
or defense of claims. In certain circumstances and for reasons related to their situation, the
interested parties may object to the processing of their data. CIRCUIT CALAFAT will stop
processing the data, except for compelling legitimate reasons, or the exercise or defense of
possible claims.

At any time, you can withdraw the consent given. Also, you have the right to complain to the
Control Authority / Spanish Agency for Data Protection (www.aepd.es) in case you consider that
we are not attending any of the rights that assist you and you let us exercise.

